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Announcing Focus '84, a ne\\
H P 3000 sales programs for
success in 1 9 8 4 . Focus '84
includes t w o prornotional prog r a m s - "Focus '84 Solutions" to help you close n e w
s y s t e m sales a n d "Get-UpTo-Date With a Series 48" to
convince customers with
older s y s t e m s t o upgrade
now. Both programs offer
your c u s t o m e r s t r e m e n d o u s
savings o n HP 3000 s y s t e m s
a n d solutions. See articles
beginning o n page 15.
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GENERAL
HP president John Young
addresses HP Computer Users
Group conference

100 International Users Group announced at the conference. This latter group will have its own magazine,
Professional Computing, published by Wiley, a contributed software library, and a newsletter, according
to Phil Hardin, Chairman of the Board of Interex.

THIRD PARTY

Dena S tein/SMC
At the opening session of the HP 3000 Users Group
Conference, February 27, at the Disneyland Hotel, HP
President and CEO, John Young, spoke to over 1,600
registrants. He was followed by Alredo Rego, president of Adager, who gave the keynote address. Young
described the Users Group as a channel of communication through which HP can better serve the
needs of end users. He added that the annual Users
Groups Survey provides market research data to help
HP meet the full needs of the widespread business
community.
Conference activities
Held at the Disneyland Hotel, the conference was the
largest Users Group conference ever. There were 106
vendors exhibiting at 174 booths, and over 80 technical papers were presented. HP duplicated 140 swap
tapes for exchange during the conference. In addition
to the Users Group activities and vendor exhibits,
there was a reception hosted by HP, HP technical
roundtables, and an HP Management Roundtable.

New name for Users Group
Interex, the International Association of HP Computer
Users, is the new name of the merged HP 1000 and
HP 3000 Users Groups. Interex will also include the
PC users groups now forming and the new HP Series
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Portable trade show booth
available to third parties at
reduced prices
Marilyn Rauchle/AMD
Are your OEMs or Software Suppliers asking you for
assistance with trade shows?
The April issue of Computer Focus announces a new
program which gives Third Party companies an
opportunity to purchase a portable trade show booth
at a 25% savings off the regular retail price (from now
through June 30).
Trade shows offer exhibiting companies the advantage of being able to demonstrate their products on a
large scale to a highly concentrated segment of potential customers - but the costs of participating can
sometimes be prohibitive. HP is committed to helping
Third Parties be successful and we've arranged this
new program to assist them in making trade shows an
integral part of their annual marketing effort at a
price they can afford.
All West Display of Portland, OR, will make portable
trade show booths, customized for HP, available for
purchase by our North American sales offices. All
West has agreed to extend the same quantity pricing
HP is receiving to our Third Party companies.

April 1, 1984
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T h e All West portable exhibit is versatile enough to
be used as a full-sized 10- or 20-foot trade show
booth. Modules are ideal for a seminar room, hotel
lobby, or table-top display. It's easy to set up, durable
and inexpensive to ship (cases qualify as excess luggage on domestic airlines).
Details of the offer are explained in a color insert to
the April Computer Focus. Two packages are available: 10-foot back wall, two pedestals to display equipment, lights, custom plexiglass sign with the Third
Party's logo and four carrying cases for $2,595;
20-foot back wall, four pedestals to display equipment,
lights, sign and nine carrying cases for $4,945.
This is quite a savings for Third Parties, as prices for
rental trade show booths on a one-time basis at major
shows can be in excess of $2,000.

April 1, 1984

If any of your OEMs or ISVs have contacted you for
assistance at trade shows, please bring this special
offer to their attention. The flyer in Computer Focus
also contains a business reply card which should be
returned directly to All West Display. HP will not be
taking any orders, Third Parties should work directly
with representatives of All West Display, phone 503223-1921.
If you need additional copies of the flyer, please contact me at 408-725-8111, ext. 3067.
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HP- 75
New HP-75Dreads bar codes
Claire Medwid/PCD
Introducing Hewlett-Packard's first portable bar code
reader to read major industrial bar codes.

The HP-75D bar code reading system combines the
power of a portable computer and an optical scanning
wand for remote data collection applications. The HP75D is compact and rugged enough for use in the factory or in the field. With its built-in BASIC language
operating system, the HP-75D can easily be programmed to provide user prompts and messages, process data, or communicate with other HP computers.
What is the HP-75D?
The HP-75D is an enhanced version of the HP-75C
Portable Computer introduced in August 1982. The
HP-75C and HP-75D have the same physical characteristics, features, and functions with one important
exception. The HP-75D adds a built-in bar code wand
interface which allows compatible wands to be
directly connected to the HP-75D.
In addition to the HP-75D, two products are required
for bar code scanning: the HP 82725A Bar Code Reader
Module and a compatible digital bar code wand.
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The 82725A Bar Code Reader Module is an 8K-byte

ROM module which conveniently plugs into one of the
front ports of the HP-75D. T h e 82725A supports the
folloiing bar codes: 3 of 9 code, Interleaved 2 of 5,
Industrial 2 of 5, UPC (A or E), EAN (8 or 131, Code
11, Codabar.
Two bar code wands are available for use with the
HP-75D. The HP 92267A and 92267B have a rugged,
lightweight case, push-to-read switch, and sealed,
sapphire tip. The 92267A is recommended for high
resolution codes with nominal narrow barlspace
widths of 0.13 mm (0.005 in.). The 92267B is recommended for medium resolution bar code symbols with
nominal narrow barlspace widths of 0.19 mm
(0.0075 in.).
What are its applications?
The HP-75D is a powerful tool for applications in
which data is collected, processed and stored at
remote sites and later transmitted to a host computer.
Typical applications include inventory collection,
work-in-process tracking, field sales or service reporting and laboratory sample tracking. In many
cases, the HP-75D replaces manual entry of data, providing greater accuracy and saving time and money.
How does the HP-75D meet the needs of the
marketplace?
Five features of the HP-75D give it a unique position
in the remote data collection and remote information
processing markets.
Portability - can be used wherever fast, accurate
data entry is needed.
Programmable - meets application requirements
for user prompts and data processing.
Powerful - it has an 8-b'it processor to provide the
speed and efficiency of a desktop computer.
Customizable - with a redefinable keyboard,
keyboard overlays, and plug-in ROM modules.
Communications - with other HP computers.
With this capability, HP has a unique position in
this market by providing a total HP system for the
customer's application.
The HP-75D is available now at a US list price of
$1,095. The HP 8272514 Bar Code Reader Module is
$75 and the 92267A and 92267B are $160 and $150,
respectively.

April 1. 1984
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See the new HP-75D Sales Guide (PIN 5954-1075)
and the HP- 75D Bar Code System data sheet (PIN
5953-5657) for more information.
HP-75C i s now obsolete
With the introduction of the HP-75D, the HP-75C is
planned for obsolescence. All programs written for the
HP-75C, including solution books, plug-in ROM
modules and user programs can be used with the HP75D. T h e HP-75C has been removed from the Corporate Price List effective April 1,1984.

SERIES 8 0
HP Series 80 upgrade path
assured
David Latimer/PCD
The Series 80 product line is entering its fifth year of
life and is definitely alive and well. Sales remain
strong at over 2,000 units per month, and the
100,000th Series 80 computer was recently sold, making the Series 8 0 installed base the largest of any HP
computer product line.
Future PCD products will assure an upgrade path for
Series 80. Available will be a BASIC language that is
largely compatible with Series 80 BASIC. Programs
written in Series 80 BASIC will run with little or no
modification. Thus, customers who have invested time
in developing Series 80 BASIC programs will find
their efforts directly applicable to our new products.
Series 80 remains HP's lowest-cost computer line for
technical applications, such as data acquisition and
control. Series 80 primary strengths - BASIC programmability, I10 hardware and software, graphics,
accuracy, and technical software base - can be successfully sold.

April 1. 1984

HP Series 80 to 200 translator
available
Gwen Miller/A MD
A software package which translates HP Series 80
BASIC programs to HP Series 200 BASIC 2.0 is now
available from Japan Mechatron Company. They are
ready to sell it in the US and Europe, and have
English-language sales literature available. (Note to
Software Supplier reps: they are also looking for
potential licensees for the product.)
For more information, please contact Emiki Mori of
the YHP HP Plus team (COMSYS 8902).

Fast-moving games available
on the HP 86/87
Mark Smith/PSD
Two fast moving, action-oriented games are now
available on the HP 86/87.
Galaxy Patrol P/N 92248FA - $39
Galaxy Patrol turns your HP 86 or HP 87 into the
cockpit of a sleek interceptor craft on the fringes of
the galaxy. As the captain of this powerful starship,
you're patrolling the galactic border, repelling any
alien incursions you discover.
Suddenly, your tactical map shows aliens infiltrating
several key sectors in your area. As you come out of
warp drive, you see the menacing forms of the aliens
in the distance. You zero in on the target and fire. . .
a direct hit!
You throw the interceptor into a tight turn, narrowly
missing an alien bomb, and start breathing again. The
gauges on your control panel show that fuel and shield
power levels are dropping. You must get to the base
and refuel. . . Are you up to the challenge?
Galaxy Patrol requires 64K bytes of memory.
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Action Games P/N 93348DA - $39
Action Games turns your HP 86 or HP 87 into an
electronic amusement center. You play six absorbing
arcade-style video games, including:
Criss-Cross - A galactic shooting gallery that pits
you against ricocheting balls at one of three skill
levels.
Dodge Ball - Just like the schoolyard game! Dodge
speeding and ricocheting balls at one of three skill
levels.
Race - Test your nerve at the wheel of a Formula 1
car as you careen through an obstacle-strewn course.
Think you're pretty good? Step on the gas and see
what happens.
Mouser - You are a mouse trapped inside a threedimensional maze with giant predators who
relentlessly track you. Try to grab the cheese while
eluding the nasty cat and rat.
Spools - In the strange world of spools, you must
hop your way from one side of the screen to the
other by jumping from spool to spool. There's one
problem: The spools are moving!
Heebie-Geebies - The Heebie-Geebies will destroy
you unless you trap them. How? By leaving a trail
everywhere you move. The little beasties can't
cross your trail, but you've got to be quick and alert
to trap them.
Order information
Contact your dealer or, in the US, call HP Computer
Supplies at 800-538-8787 (in California, Alaska, and
Hawaii, call 408-738-4133).

New HP Series 80 software
catalog available
Jane Blando/PCD
The fourth edition of the Series 80 Software Catalog
will be available in early April. Several new software
products have been accepted into the HP Plus program since the third edition of the catalog. Among
them are valuable technical and business solutions.
There are engineering and computer-aided design
packages, as well as data communications and financial planning products. Other applications include
math and statistics, physical and life sciences, productivity software and valuable software tools.
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Several new contributed programs have also been
added to the wide variety of solutions offered through
the Series 80 Users' Library.
The Series 80 Software Catalog is available from CSO.
List price is $15.95 and the part number is 59537804. Whether you are looking for an inexpensive
program to solve a specific problem, or want a total
software solution, the Series 80 Software Catalog will
help you find just the right software to meet your
needs.

SOURCE offer discontinued
Mike Sander/PCD
For North America Only
The offer of one hour free time on the SOURCE with
the purchase of either the Series 80 Data Communications Pac or the Series 80 Modem has ended. The
SOURCE stopped honoring this offer approximately
six months ago. The offer of free time on the Dow
Jones information service is still available, however.
This notice is being made because some dealers may
still have merchandise with the offer letter included.
All merchandise currently being shipped no longer
contains the SOURCE offer.

1

SERIES 100
HP 150/Fortune 1000 direct mail
campaign
Shirish Hardikar/BDG
You will soon be receiving samples of an exciting new direct mail package that is being sent to
100,000 Fortune 1000 company executives in the
United States. We offer every executive a reprint of
the October '83 article in B Y T E magazine evaluating
the HP 150 and its software.
Our primary objective is to provide you in the US sales
regions with well qualified leads to increase HP 150
sales in both direct and dealer channels. Look for a
sample of the package in your mail, along with our
recommendations on what to do with each type of
lead. Then, get ready to look for the leads in a bright
yellow envelope marked "HP 150 leads from a Fortune 1000 company."
April 1. 1984
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Introducing the HP 150 internal
modem
Paul Antony/POD
For North America Only
The new HP 150 internal modem from Ven-Tel fits
inside the HP 150 touchscreen personal computer and
adds powerful telecommunications capability to it.
The modem allows HP 150 users to connect to on-line
information services (such as the SOURCE or Dow
Jones NewsIRetrieval) and transfer files between HP
150s, mainframes (such as HP 3000s) and other personal computers.
The HP 150 internal modem is a high performance
product that provides automatic dialing, automatic
answer and operates at 1200 or 300 baud.
The small footprint of the HP 150 is preserved by the
Ven-Tel internal modem. The only attachment is the
telephone cable that plugs into the back of the
computer.
The modem uses the industry standard AT command
set, ensuring compatibility with communications software, and is compatible with both Series 1001DSN
Link and Personal Card File. When used with Series
100/Personal Card File, the modem turns the HP 150
into a powerful telephone dialer.
The Ven-Tel internal modem installs easily into either
expansion slot of the HP 150. Two modular telephone
connectors are provided on the back of the modem
card; the telephone cable, included with the modem, is
plugged into one, while a standard desk phone set can
be connected to the other. Using the modem in terminal mode is simple: type ATDT followed by the
telephone number and the HP 150 internal modem
will dial the phone and connect to the remote computer. A built-in speaker lets you hear the call being
dialed and the results. If the line is busy, you hear a
busy signal through the speaker, thus giving immediate feedback of the call's success.
The modem has a simple but powerful command set
that allows most of the operating parameters to be
changed. For example, the modem can be set up to
answer the phone on any ring automatically.

April 1, 1984

Other features of the HP 150 internal modem include
selectable tone or pulse dialing, full compatibility with
Sprint, MCI and other long distance services, complete
Bell 212-A compatibility, and a simple, reliable design.
All necessary cables and complete documentation are
included.
The HP 150 internal modem (PIN 45640A) is on the
HP Corporate Price List at a list price of $425. The
modem is the first product to appear out of POD'S
Independent Hardware Vendor Program and is
manufactured for HP by Ven-Tel, Inc. of Santa Clara,
CA. Ven-Tel can be reached at 408-727-5721.

HP 150 Sweepstakes begins
Marcia A licea/PCG

Increased traffic, increased product demonstrations
on the HP 150, and, ultimately, increased sales that's what we have planned for our HP 150 dealers
with the "Setting You Free" Sweepstakes. And
hundreds of prizes for HP customers.
How does it work?
Through dealer-listed newspaper ads, customers are
invited to visit dealer stores to participate in a brief
demonstration on the HP 150. A Sweepstakes demo
disc starts automatically and takes customers through
key HP 150 features, then prints out their entry form.
At the end of the Sweepstakes, dealers mail the
entries to an independent judging firm.

COMPUTER NEWS
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What are the prizes?
T h e Grand Prize is a 1984 Thunderbird Turbo Coupe.
And the dealership which demos the winner wins a
Turbo, too! Customers also have a chance to win a lot
more. T e n Caribbean cruises for two. Porsche Carrera
sunglasses. And subscriptions to Popular Computing
magazine.
When does it all begin?
It already has! T h e promotion began on March 1 9 and
will continue through April 29. A drawing will take
place at the end of May, and prizes will be awarded in
June.
Is it open to HP employees?
We think it's an exciting promotion, too. But H P
employees and their families are not eligible to win.

New strategy game for the
HP 150
Michael Majdalany/CSO
CSO expands its Edu-tainment line of software with a
trading simulation game for the HP 150. Milky Way
Merchant puts you in command of a merchant fleet of
starships with a license to buy, sell, and transport supplies to settlements across the Interstellar Federation.
T h e objective is to accumulate the maximum amount
of wealth in a specified period. Your challenge is to
identify the markets and their needs, plan your trading routes, and make the best deals.
A game for one to four players, Milky Way Merchant
immerses the competitors in a constantly evolving
environment, where existing star systems can change
their demands and new trading centers can emerge.
This is your chance to measure your trading and
bargaining skills in a simulated economy.
Milky Way Merchant (PIN 92243BA, $39.95 US list)
can be ordered from any authorized H P dealer or
directly from CSO. Normal dealer discounts apply.

10
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Announcing new low-cost
HP 150 software products
Mark Smith/PSD
Three new low-cost software products have been
written specifically for the H P 150. One provides
increased productivity for those writing in BASIC.
T h e other two provide high quality entertainment
unique to t h e 150, because they use H P Touch to
great advantage.
Decrease your debugging time with Cross
Reference Utility P/N 94448BA - $49
Cross Reference Utility is designed a s a productivity
aid to programmers using H P 150 BASIC. Using your
standard BASIC program you can generate a complete
cross-reference listing.
T h e listing is organized alphabetically by variable
name. After each variable is a tally of all line numbers
at which the variable appears. T h e n for each line
number follows information to tell you what's going
on in that line. These codes provide such information
as :
One of many BASIC functions, such as IFITHEN1
ELSE or GOSUB
Resolved and unresolved line references
Mathematical operators.
This programming utility is easy to operate and its
performance is optimized for fast execution. Output
can be directed to a printer or to a disc file for easy
storage.
A collection of outstanding card games
P/N 92248CA - $39
Winning Deal combines card games with the magic
touch, so moving a card is as easy as pointing your
finger. And you will like the look of the on-screen
cards, which look like the real thing. It's the strategy
that challenges you, because Winning Deal's learn-asyou-play feature won't let you make illegal moves.
T r y out your skill and luck on these single-player
games:
Blackjack - Hone your skills for the gambling
meccas of the world with this casino-style version
of Blackjack. T h e H P 150 is your dealer and even
counts cards if you choose.

April 1. 1484
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Concentration - Test your memory with this
classic card game. Play at one of six skill levels.
Accordion Solitaire - First the HP 150 deals the
entire deck, then it is up to you to maneuver all of
the cards into one stack.
Streets and Alleys Solitaire - A game for the dedicated player. Devise a plan to move all of the cards
from eight streets to four alleys.
Klondike Solitaire - The most popular version of
solitaire.

HP Series 100 and IBM PC
data transfer
Margaret Price and Andrew Seligman/PSD
With "File Transfer Monitor for IBM PC," you can
turn an IBM Personal Computer into a MONITOR
workstation that is controlled by an HP 120, HP 125,
or HP 150 running DSN Link. This program, running
on the IBM PC, operates very much like MONITOR
on the Series 100 computers.

-

Touch Games I
novel and strategic
diversions P/N 92248AA - $39
Touch Games I livens up your leisure time with novel
and strategic diversions, plus some old favorites with
new twists. Touch Games I is a collection of four
games. It includes:
3D Tic-Tac-Toe - Win by the traditional method
across one level or traverse all four levels to ace out
the computer.
Blackjack - This single player Blackjack holds
faithfully to Las Vegas rules.
Wumpus XIV - The deadly Wumpus dragon lives
in a cave system of twenty rooms. You must find
and terminate him or die.
Biorhythms - Chart the ups and downs of your
physical, emotional, and cognitive cycles.
System requirements
All of these products require a standard HP 150 with
256K bytes of memory (standard) with any supported
line drive. A printer is highly recommended for Cross
Reference Utility.
Order information
Contact your dealer or, in the US, call HP Computer
Supplies at 800-538-8787 (in California, Alaska, and
Hawaii, call 408-738-4133).

-
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IBM MODEM IBM PC
Cable
MONITOR
SOFTWARE

HP 150 HP 13242N
DSNLINK
SOFTWARE

HP 150

HP 13242N

HP 1323211

IBM MODEM
Cable

IBM PC

Both ASCII and Binary files can be transferred. Note:
this is simply file transfer and does not imply compatibility of data or programs transferred across
systems. The data can be sent over hardwired (HP
13242H cable) or modem connection.
The IBM Personal Computer or IBM PC-XT must be
running PC DOS Version 2.0 or later, must have an
IBM Asynchronous Communications Adapter, and
128K or more RAM.
The product number is HP 45439A and includes a
5%" IBM formatted disc and manual insert - $95 US
list price. This product runs as a companion to DSN
Link software running on a Series 100 computer
(purchased separately).

SERIES 200
Also in this issue
Series 8 0 to 2 0 0 translator
available
EGS/200 continues to spell success
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HP PMC/1000 makes big impact
at oil refinery
Bob Bessin/DSD
A good example of the selling advantage of PMCi1000
was shown in a recent implementation for Union Oil
Company. The HP team of SR Barry Humphrey and
SE Dave Tyson was able to sell more than $200,000 of
hardware and software. In addition, follow-on business is possible not only at this one plant, but in other
Union Oil refineries.
The application
The Union Oil refinery is directly controlled by six
Beckman MV8000 systems. The MV8000s monitor
and control values for a number of gas cracking
towers. These towers convert crude oil into a variety
of gasoline distillates, such as jet fuel, gasoline and
diesel. The values controlled include temperature,
pressure, octane content, chemical flow and tank level
readings, among others.
These systems do a good job of monitoring a large
number of sensors and controlling a large number of
actuators, but do not have good supervisory
capabilities. For instance, there was no data base
within the Beckman systems to store historical data.
Such data would be used by Union in process analysis,
administration and accounting systems. Also, the process engineers at Union Oil wanted to be able to view
data from all of the systems at one location. This was
not possible with the MV8000 alone.
Before PMCI1000 was used, Union Oil used an HP
1000 F-Series with a customized MUX interface to
collect and summarize data for supervisory purposes.
This data was collected from the six Beckmans and
stored in an IMAGE data base.
The sales situation
While the data was not collected at an extremely high
rate, there was quite a lot of it being collected (15
minute averages of over 400 points for six Beckman
systems) and many reports being run. As more Beckman systems were being planned to interface to the
1000, it became apparent that IMAGE wouldn't be
fast enough to handle all the data input and retrieval
required. A new solution to supervisory control had to
be found.

12
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Advantages of PMC/1000
The major reasons PMCilOOO was chosen by Union
Oil were:

Ease of implementation and growth of system Union Oil got up and running with PMC within 1%
months after receiving the software. First, programs in the original system that were written to
collect data from the Beckmans were modified to
put data into the PMC data base instead of the
IMAGE data base. IMAGE-to-PMC conversion was
also necessary for report programs. Then, names of
points, engineering units and descriptions had to be
re-entered to PMC. Later, new Beckman systems
were added to the PMC systems. Because PMC is a
user-friendly system, these tasks took a minimal
amount of time. The system is shown below.

w i t h F M C / 1 Q00

Beckrnan

M'/800O

I

Beckrnan

1AS/8000

. . . 4 more
Beckrrons

Oil Pefinerji

~utcre
Beckmon

I

P ' A C / ~000 doing supervisory c o r t r o l
o f a n oil r e f i n e r ,

April 1 , 1984
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Customization features - The Beckman MV8000
is not a standard I10 front-end for PMC. Thus, the
ability of Union Oil to use the memory data base
access routines to easily and quickly interface to
the MV8000 was a big advantage. Historical data
base routines were used to communicate via DS to
an HP 3000 for administrative and accounting
work.
Reports were generated using memory data base
access routines for real-time reports and the
historical data base access routines for summary or
historical reports. The flexibility of PMC to do
these and other special tasks is a key advantage.
Extensive supervisory control features - PMC11000
has the historian, back-up and data summarization,
and display capabilities that Union Oil was looking
for. The overriding advantage of PMC in this
application was that the PMC historian is much
faster than IMAGE, since it is designed for the
rapid response and large volume requirements of
process control. This feature allowed many more
Beckmans to be interfaced to the HP 1000 than was
previously possible.
The ability to back up data on-line was also a crucial featur~e.This allowed process engineers at
Union to look at data from earlier refinery events in
an easy and straightforward manner. Of course, the
ease of use of operator interfaces due to color terminals, softkeys and fill-in-the-blank data input
was also impressive to Union.
Results
The Union Oil application is a case where PMC was
sold for only a few of its many capabilities - mainly
supervisory control. There was no direct monitoring
or control, so a large portion of the functionality of
PMC was not used. Yet the power of PMC using only
these features was enough for Union to buy the
system. Other vendors were not considered because
their solutions were much more expensive. Overall,
Union Oil is very satisfied with PMC11000. Two other
Union Oil sites in different locations are evaluating
PMC11000 for similar applications, so more business
is likely.

April 1. 1984

Correction on RTE-6/VM article
Jeff Chamberlain/DSD
"RTE-A hierarchical file system coming soon for
RTE-GIVM users" [Computer News, January 15,
19841 incorrectly states that PMC11000 and QDM for
the A-Series (92121A and 92131A) support the
hierarchical file system of RTE-A. At first release
they use the FMGR fmp library calls. Support of the
new file system is planned for a future release.
Status of IMAGE-I1 and the new file system
Support of hierarchical files from IMAGE-I1 is not
part of the next release, but is still being considered
for a future release. We will keep you posted as these
plans are solidified.
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HP 9000
EGS/POO continues to spell
success
Miriam Flood/BDG
What do floor p!ans, mechanical drafting and PC
board design have in common? They can all be done
with the EGSl200, Hewlett-Packard's Engineering
Graphics System that was introduced last summer.
Susan Fulton, SR in Atlanta, GA, recently sold an
SRM system to a large communications company
based in Atlanta. This sale was for seven workstations, each containing an H P 9920 computer, H P
13279B external monitor, H P 9111A graphics tablet,
with a shared H P 7585 plotter and H P 7914 hard disc
memory via SRM. T h e customer also purchased Context MBATM,
allowing them word processing
capabilities on their CAD system. Working with
former SR Bill McCarrick, now a district manager,
Susan brought in a $250,000 sale, earning her a spot
in the top ten for the Southern sales region.
Susan and Bill had stiff competition from Data
General and Digital, but obtained the sale because of
HP's pricelperformance and flexibility. One of the key
points to making the sale was the ability of the system
to be customized for the customer's specific needs,
namely, floor plan layout for their offices.
T h e customer was treated to a hands-on demonstration, which helped them to see the ease with
which the system runs.

Early stage of PC board drawing on E G S / 2 0 0
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Jay Lukash, SR in the Fullerton Sales Office, sold an
H P 9836C-based EGSl20O system, including four H P
9836Cs and one H P 9816, in an SRM configuration, to
a West Coast electronics manufacturer. he company
is using the system for schematic drawings, PC board
design,and mechanical drafting. Jay worked on the
sale for nine months, and had competition from DEC
and Prime, both offering higher priced systems. T h e
customer, first-time users of both CAD and HP, were
impressed with the H P system because it gave the
best performance for the price. After a hands-on demonstration, they placed an order with Jay for $200,000
worth of hardware and software, which earned Jay a
spot in the top ten for December.
T h e many applications of the EGSl200 and its ability
to be customized to meet specific needs will continue
to make this system a big seller.
Context MBA'" 2s a trademark of Context Management Systems.

-

Also in this issue
Series 80 to 200 translator
available
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Focus '84: Solutions - New sales
program for success
Jonathan Goulden/CSY
Focus '84 Solutions is a double-barrelled program that
offers terrific savings to customers purchasing a new
HP 3000 system before July 31, 1984. These
customers can save money through specially priced
System Packages and Productivity Packages. There are
four System Packages composed of HP 3000 Series 39
and Series 42 systems with additional memory, a disc
drive, a tape drive, a system console, and ADCCs.
They provide a basic hardware configuration and save
your customer up to $18,600.
Productivity Packages combine personal workstations, either HP 150s or HP 2628As, with HP 150 and
HP 3000 office software. These office tools add onto a
system to increase the productivity of both professionals and secretaries. When purchased with any
new HP 3000 system, these Productivity Packages
save your customer up to $17,940. Together, a System
Package and Productivity Package can provide your
customer a total office solution for less than $55,000.
Select one of three Productivity Packages to match
the needs of your customers. The Professional
Package combines four HP 150 personal computers
with HP 150-based applications and HP 3000 communication capabilities to meet the needs of office
professionals. The Workgroup Package, designed for
both professional and support personnel, utilizes two
HP 150s and two 2628A word/graphics terminals
with additional secretarial word processing and
graphics software. The Office Support Package with
four 2628A wordlgraphic terminals is for customers
interested solely in secretarial word processing and
graphics.

The Solutions program, besides offering terrific savings to any customer interested in the HP 3000 and
the HP 150, supports our concept of the Personal Productivity Center. This is HP's name for the integration of personal computing, office automation, data
processing, and communications into a total office
solution. Combine a System Package and Productivity
Package to create a Personal Productivity Center for
your customer at a special low price. These special
savings are available April 1 in the US, Canada and
ICON. Localized versions will be available soon in
Europe.
See your new FOCUS '84 Solutions Field Training
Manual for details on each package's contents, pricing, and ordering procedures. Selling personal productivity with these system packages will help you close
sales. Solutionsgives you the right combination of
functionality and price to make it happen.

Focus '84: "Get-Up-To-Date
With a Series 48" sales program
Jonathan Goulden/CS Y
Here's a great opportunity to sell upgrades to your
installed base customers. HP Series II/III/30/33
customers can now Get-Up-To-Date with a new HP
Series 48 package at a special low price. This offer will
be available from March 1 through June 30,1984 in
the US and from April 1 through June 30,1984
internationally.
The special package includes:
Series 48 SPU with 2M-byte Main Memory
lM-byte Add-On Memory
Four ADCCs
Two GICs
One 7933H 404M-byte Disc Drive
One 7974A Magnetic Tape Subsystem.
Customers who select this entire package will receive
a discount of $15,800 off the list price. Additionally,
we are offering 10%off selected terminals and printers and the ability to take return credits on three old
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disc drives being traded in for one new disc drive. The
availability of HP lease-financing makes it possible to
upgrade for only an additional $607 per month.
Getting-Up-To-Date makes sense for many reasons:
system support costs are reduced, return credits are
sizable, performance and capacity are increased, and
new peripherals are supported. Software compatibility
allows a quick installation and, with these special
prices, upgrading is very affordable.
To help you get your customers Up-To-Date we have
sent US Series II/III/30/33 owners a direct-mail
brochure and letter outlining the special "Get-Up-ToDate With A Series 48" program. Copies of this
brochure and letter are available from your Field
Marketing Manager. Be sure to follow up with these
people to complete the sale.
The "Get-Up-To-Date With A Series 48" sales guide
you recently received explains the program in more
detail. The guide includes suggestions for selling to
Series 111111130133owners, a worksheet for costing an
upgrade, and ordering instructions. This program was
announced at the HP 3000 International Users' Group
Conference in Los Angeles and the response from
customers was tremendous. Now is the time to get
these customers with older systems Up-To-Date!

I6
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MPE V/P successes - smooth
and quick installation
Larry Russell/CS Y
We are receiving very positive feedback about MPE
VIP (ElF.AO.00) with disc caching. CSY's OnLine
Support Group conducted a brief telephone survey in
February. Here are a few representative comments
from field personnel who have installed MPE VIP:
"A stable MIT, visible performance improvement to
our customers" (Bellevue); "A good MIT, we are
very pleased" (Farmington Hills); "I am normally
very conservative, but I put my account on it" (Santa
Clara); VIP installs "cleanly and easily"
(Indianapolis).
Field attendees at Cupertino SE training classes also
believe in MPE VIP. "Going smoothly, everyone is
positive" is a typical comment in the classes.
In December and January CSY shipped roughly 450
new systems and field upgrades. We estimate that
about 40%)of these systems are already up on MPE VI
P and running smoothly. CSY has only two hot sites
attributed to MPE VIP. Both these hot sites are
related to the same problem and engineers in CSY's
Software Lab are actively working on a solution. It is
likely that the problem will be fixed via a patch by the
time you've read this article.
The point is that it's safe for you to bring up your own
accounts who have ordered disc caching onto MPE
VIP without jeopardizing your customer's satisfaction. As a matter of fact, you'll do quite the opposite.
Customers up on MPE VIP are very pleasantly
surprised with their systems' performance. The stories you have heard over the past months about disc
caching are true. An SE from one US sales office with
15 sites running on MPE VIP commented that they
were getting "fantastic performance." Screen
response and batch processing times are down significantly. Many HP 3000s are no longer I10 bound and
their processors are fully utilized.

April 1, 1984
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HP donates Pasca1/3000 to
schools and universities
Sharon Bishop/CLL
Computer Language Lab has a continuing program to
donate Pascal13000 to schools and universities that
will use the software for teaching purposes. This promotion is in response to numerous requests from
educational institutions interested in using Pascal1
3000 for instruction. The offer applies to educational
customers who have purchased HP 3000 systems
from HP.
Complete the following three-step procedure to get
your customer's Pascal donation.
Send a COMSYS (6600) or memo to Sharon Bishop
with the following information: name of SR for the
account, name of SE for the account, name of the
institution and the contact, address for the contact
at the institution, and sales office address.
Have your contact write a letter stating that the
software will be used for instructional purposes and
that the contact will or has purchased support for
the product. Support can be either SSS or CSS Send
a copy of this letter to Sharon Bishop, Computer
Language Lab, 19447 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014.
Submit an order for Pasca113000, PIN 32106A, and
an M60 discount that brings the balance to zero.
This order will be acknowledged as "To Be
Advised" until all supporting information necessary to process the grant is received.
When we have received all of the information outlined
above, and the grant is approved, the software certificate and manual will be scheduled for shipment by
CSY Manufacturing in the normal manner. In addition, the customer will receive a special grant letter
stating the terms of the grant.
If you have any further questions, contact Sharon
Bishop at 408-725-8111, ext. 3693, or your SMC
contact.

April 1. 1984

NOTE: If you have an educational customer who
bought an HP 3000 from a third party and is not supported by HP, contact us before making any Pascal
promotional commitments.

New printer option for HP 3000
graphics
Jim Skog/BOI
There is a new option for the HP 2563A printer:
Option 065
Cost is $1,500 (US list).
This option, for HP 3000 system printers, provides
the vector-to-raster conversion software allowing
the HP 2563A printer to be an output device for
DSGl3000, HP Draw, and HP Easychart. These
graphics software packages support the HP 2608s and
HP 2563A HP-IB system printers as output devices
from the "plot" menu when the Option 065 software
or HP 36583A software package is installed on the
HP 3000.
The HP 2563A and HP 2608s print graphics at a 70
by 72 dot per inch resolution. The HP 2563A plots at
14.5 to 29 inches per minute, and the HP 2608s plots
at 3 3 inches per minute. These line printers are very
fast plotting devices, but lack the higher resolution
and color capabilities of pen plotters.
If there is already the latest release of the graphics
packageb) on the HP 3000 and an HP 2563A or HP
2608s printer, then the HP 36583A HP 3000 Printer
Graphics Support Software package can be purchased
for $4,500. This HP 36583A package also supports
the HP 2680A and HP 2688A text and graphics
capabilities, and only needs to be purchased once.
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HP 3000 demo program for
terminals available
Mark Thompson/RTD
New HP 3000-based demonstration programs for the
HP 2625A dual personality terminal and the HP
3081A industrial workstation are now available from
Roseville Terminals Division.
The HP 2625A program shows how the terminal
functions on both HP and IBM systems simultaneously. The 3081A program runs a parts-tracking and a
time accounting procedure, complete with bar code
wand or slot reader input.
These new programs demonstrating the key operating
features of the 2625A and 3081A are additions to the
current library of demo programs for the HP 2382A,
2621B, 2622A, 2623A, 2624B, 2626A and 2627A
terminals.
If you're interested in showing your customers these
terminals in action, you can get copies of the above
demo programs by contacting Mark Thompson at
Roseville Terminals Division, 916-786-8000, ext.
5305 (COMSYS D300).

Get HP 2333A sales with
multidrop leased lines
A lie Rakhmanoff/GND
One of the interesting capabilities of the HP 2333A
MTS cluster controllers for the HP 3000 is the
possibility of connecting many remote sites with HP
terminals and line printers over the same multidrop
leased line.

18
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With only the cost of one INP interface card and the
MTS software, you can support multiple remote HP
2333As on which you can attach any HP terminal and
the following spooled line printers (HP 2601A,
2602A, 2631B, 2932A, 2933A, 2934A, 2563A). Up to
16 of these devices can be connected to each HP
2333A. Of course the number of HP 2333As and of
HP terminals and printers on each HP 2333A which
can be supported on the same multidrop leased line is
totally application-dependent. The HP 2333A is a
statistical multiplexer with a large buffer dynamically
allocating line bandwidth to all connected terminals.
The total line bandwidth of the multidrop leased line
(maximum 19200 bps) is shared by terminals on
printers which can run at up to 9600 bps.
A good example of such a utilization of the HP
2333A can be seen at a major account in the Netherlands. This customer is a governmental agency diffusing and consolidating information to and from Dutch
city halls. They have one HP 3000 computer with 21
HP 2333As connected via multidrop leased lines. At
the beginning they bought Racal-Milgo multiplexers
but had too many HP 3000 system connection problems. They replaced them successfully with HP
2333As and are very happy with the 2333A operation.
In addition, they saved some money by having only a
few INPs instead of multiple Racal-Milgo multiplexers
on the HP 3000 side. This company is now using
spooled line printers which are supported with MPE
IV or MPE V with the A.07 release of MTS.
Similar applications can be seen in the US and in
Europe with customers having one central site with
an HP 3000 and several remote locations with HP terminals and printers connected to HP 2333As using a
multidrop leased line.

April 1. 1984
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FlNANClALS
HPFA customer Profile
#0000014
Leslie A. Kriese/FSO
Name: *
Business type: Distributor of nuclear medicines
Geographic location: Southern California
Size: $50 million in sales during 1983.
Reasons for purchasing HPFA:
a Found that HP's level of implementation and ongoing support were far superior to that of any other
vendor.
HPFA is easy to use.
a Their dynamic business environment, combined
with a small EDP staff, required a product which
could be changed quickly without a lot of
reprogramming. Customizer Monitor technology
makes this possible.
a This customer felt that HP's products are and will
continue to be state-of-the-art.
a Professionalism and business knowledge of the presales team and the group that will be supporting
them.
Application of HPFA: This customer purchased
HP General Ledger, HP Accounts Payable, HP
Accounts Receivable, HP Allocator, HP Report
Facility, and HP Interface Facility. Additionally, they
acquired HP Pay, HP Word, an HP 3000 Series 48,
four disc drives, 45 terminals, and one tape drive.
This customer will collect data from field medical service center installations, which will be passed by TI
computers to the HP 3000 using RJE and a special
polling program to be developed by the SEO. This data
will then be collected into a sales analysis and history
data base, which will be created as an AMD special. A
by-product of this data base will be open item information, which will be passed via HP Interface Facility
to HP Accounts Receivable for open item analysis and
cash application.

April 1, 1984

Previous system: Nixdorf hardware with custom
written software.
Implementation time: In progress.
Why the competition lost to HPFA:
The competition was IBM (Series 38, first with
MAPICS and then third party software). IHM lost
because the customer felt IBM lacked feeling for their
needs and did not try to understand their business.
Consequently, this customer did not feel comfortable
with IBM or their solution.
r t the
Wann lost due to their low level of s u. ~. ~ oand
custtmerls perception that Wang products were technically inferior to HP's. For example, this customer
felt that maintenance of the Wang products would be
a continually growing cost and time burden. The
Wang prod;cis would require reprogramming too as
this customer grew; whereas, HPFA, being
Customizer Monitor-based, would not.
Customer quote:
"The HP solution showed not only does HP have the
technology to handle our business problem, but, more
importantly, they have the business professionals that
understand both their software, hardware, and our
business. We believe that HP has the dedication to
make us successful, no matter what it takes."
- In-house consultant in charge of system selection
Favorite computer vendor: Hewlett-Packard
HP SR: Laurie Frick
HP CSR: Mark Feiner

*For additional information on this customer, please
contact Leslie Kriese at FSO, 408-263-7500,ext.
5048.
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HP Spell and HP Word a dynamic duo
Jay Young/OPD
Have your HP Word customers bought HP Spell yet?
HP Spell's interactive interface to HP Word makes
the combination highly competitive as well as increasing word processing accuracy and productivity.
By simply pressing a function key, HP Word users
can use HP Spell not only to check, but also to correct
spelling.
When discussing spell checking, these are the key
points to raise:
How accurate is it? HP Spell has a dictionary of
75,000 words, plus up to 3,000 words in usercustomizable dictionaries. Since 50,000 words make
up 99% of everyday vocabulary, this makes HP Spell
extremely accurate.
Stand-alone word processors typically have much
smaller dictionaries of about 10,000 words.
How fast is it? HP Spell can check a typical 500 word
page in three to seven seconds. This is because 18,000
of the most commonly used words, and the customized
dictionaries are resident in main memory during the
checking process, thus reducing the need for disc
access. Documents using a specialized vocabulary will
take longer.
Competitive products normally require twice this
time.
How interactive is it? HP Spell is directly accessible
while working on your HP Word document.
Other word processors require you to exit your document before checking it as a background process.
Does it correct? HP Spell suggests corrections based
on phonetic and linguistic principles which make it
remarkably accurate. Spell checkers that merely
highlight errors, and expect the user to go to a dictionary to find the correct spelling don't increase the
user's productivity very much.
Not all spell checkers offer spelling correction. Those
that do, do not have HP Spell's accuracy.
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Can it be customized? HP Spell allows both user and
corporate customized dictionaries, allowing for industry or company specific words (and user idiosyncrasies) - an important aid to speed and accuracy
of checking. Users add words to their dictionaries
simply by pressing a function key in HP Word.
Competitive products offer this feature but not
with the same ease of use offered by HP Spell and
HP Word.
HP Spell can also be used stand-alone to verify and
correct the spelling of ASCII files, a great aid to productivity for TDP users!
Ordering Information:
-

Description
HP Spell with US
Dictionary
HP Spell with ITK
Dictionary
HP Spell with US and
UK Dictionaries
Add-on US Dictionary
Add-on UK Dictionary
Documentation:
HP Spell Handbook
HP Spell Admin
HP Spell Data Sheet

P/N
36561A
36561 UA
36562A

7

36563A
36563UA
36561 -90001
36561 -90002
5953-8272

DISTRIBUTION
New product evaluation guide
for distribution products
Marguerite Valdez/IRO
The new Distribution Management Product Evaluation Guide (affectionately known as PEG) is now
available. After spending many months on PEG'S
creation, we are pleased with the results and are
excited to provide you this additional sales aid.
PEG can be used by a prospective customer to get an
idea of available features, what screens look like and
what reports are generated - so that they don't have
to purchase technical documentation in a pre-sales
situation.
April 1. 148.1
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The Product Evaluation Guide includes a featurelevel overview of each subsystem followed by a
description of each process with an example of either
its form-type screen or interactive dialogue. It
includes product information on both SFDl3000 and
OM13000 software in a single book.
Sample copies of the Distribution Management Product Evaluation Guide have already been sent to the
distribution ASRs and CSRs. Until the PEG appears
on the CPL, you can order copies through HEART
override.* For more information, contact HP Information Resources Operation (IRO) in Englewood, CO,
303-773-1992. The product number is 36401-90006.
*To override HEART, please follow instructions in the
OP Field Documentation.

HP SFD/3000 customer profile:
tire distributor
Rebecca
Derrin~ton/IRO
. . . ~
~
"
Location: Southern California
Size: $20 million in annual sales
Previous system: HP 3000 with custom software
Business problem: Their old custom software was
not user-friendly, and an outside programmer had to
be called in whenever changes needed to be made,
which was very expensive. The software couldn't
handle the increased volume as their business grew,
causing problems with both inventory control and
accounts payable.
Reasons for purchasing SFD (System for Distributors)/3000: The organization that wrote the
custom software did not give them proper support,
and subsequently went out of business. The customer
therefore wanted to find a reliable, stable company
who could assure them of the support they needed.
Also, SFDl3000 is user-friendly, and they didn't need
to have an in-house programmer to run it.
Implementation time: Four months.
H P CSR: Tom Cooper
H P ASR: Ross Duncan
H P CSR Manager: Mary Hageman
For more information, contact Paul Sievers or David
Schwaab, Information Resources Operation's sales support team, in Englewood CO, 303-773-1992

April 1. 1984

HP SFD/3000 installation
featured in Supply House Times
David Schwaab/IRO
The success experienced by El Paso Pipe & Supply
Company of El Paso, TX, using SFDl3000 is the focus
of a feature article in the February 1984 issue of Supply House Times, a publication serving the plumbingheating-cooling and pipe distribution industry. This
industry is part of the industrial distribution market,
one of IRO's targeted vertical markets.
Covering 12 pages, the article includes photos of company management, and the system in use. Titled "El
Paso Pipe & Supply's Real-Time Computer," it
focuses on how the successful use of SFDl3000 "triggered a number of other important company changes,
including the recent consolidation of the firm's
plumbing, pipe and electrical units under the new
name of EPPSCO Supply Co." The benefits described
include improved gross margins, tighter inventory
control, and expanded growth potential. The point
was made that EPPSCO's "state-of-the-art automation. . . experiences must be seen as a harbinger of
things to come."
Many thanks to Sam Adkins, the account SR, Paul
Cump, the account CSR, and Phil Skraba, the account
ASR, for continuing to meet EPPSCO's support needs.
To obtain a reprint of the article, contact Kelly Lister
at IRO, COMSYS code D100, or call her at 303-7731992.
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GENERAL
New edition of "Peripheral
Configuration Guide" available
Jan Be ll/IPG
The third edition of the Peripheral Configuration
Guide was bulk distributed to sales offices in late
March. The new edition (Rev. CIMarch 1984)
includes updates on all peripheral configurations,
including new information on HP 150 and HP 9000
configurations. We've also redesigned the cover using
the new version of HP Draw.
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Please discard your old copies of the Configuration
Guide (Rev. A: August 1983, black and white; Rev.
B: November 1983, blue and black) and begin using
the new edition. If you have not received your copy
you can order it from Literature Distribution Center
(PIN 5953-9450).
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Learn HP-DSN strategy
John Vernon/IND
A training package has been developed by Information Networks Division (IND) to provide SRs with a
customer slide presentation on HP's data communications strategy. The objective of this training is to
teach the SR the HP-DSN strategy so that they can
relate this plan to customers providing up-to-date
solutions for their data communications needs.
The training package includes: a hard copy of the
customer slide presentation, a videotape model cf the
customer pitch, a hard copy script of the videotape
presentation, a magnetic tape to reproduce
transparencies of the customer slide set, a post test of
the material covered and an evaluation form to determine training effectiveness.
The package was distributed to FMMs worldwide to
meet the customer's need to know the present and
future growth of HP-DSN products in the data communications marketplace.
After the intitial presentation of the hardcopy
materials and videotape customer pitch, SRs can
check their understanding by taking a simple test.
An answer key is provided for the FMM to monitor test results and review important concepts.
When the training session has been completed, a preaddressed course evaluation should be filled out and
returned to IND, 43L, Cupertino.
The SR will leave the session with a hard copy of the
slide presentation and a hard copy of the model script
to aid in presenting HP-DSN strategy to customers in
the field. In addition, a magnetic tape can be used at
the instruction site to produce color transparencies of
the customer slide set. A copy of the files needed to
make the transparencies can be made to allow the SR
the convenience of reproducing the slide set at his
sales office.
Send questions about ordering materials to Roberta
Garcia, Information Networks Division, Bldg. 43L,
19420 Homestead Road, Cupertino, CA 95014.
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Also in this issue
Introducing the HP 150 internal
modem
HP Series 100 and IBM PC data
transfer
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MASS STORAGE
Introducing the HP 7914ST -

Several options are available for the HP 7914ST.
Customers can buy an optional %" cartridge tape and
a software-selectable 800 cpil1600 cpi capability for
the standard %" tape. Also available are a dual disc
configuration (264M-byte total) and a dual controller
which enables HP 3000 computers (Series 39, 40, 42,
44, and 48) to communicate with both the %"
cartridge tape and the disc simultaneously.
Factory base price for the standard HP 7914ST with
one disc and a 1600 cpi tape is $26,000 ($26,540 US
list). (With two discs the price is $39,500 [$40,330 US
list].) As an option, the %" streaming cartridge tape
drive is available for $3,500 ($3,570 US list); with the
dual controller the price is $5,300 ($5,410 US list).
Availability for the system is scheduled for twelve
weeks.

Disc drive with backup tape
DeLona Lang Bell/DMD

The HP 7914ST - Selling
against the competition
Mike Gordon/DMD
The HP 7914ST has twice the M" tape performance of
the HP 7914TD, is significantly quieter, arid has the
dual density 80011600 cpi option - for the same
price as the 7914TD.
7914TD
Factory base price
US list
Maintenance (sMMCIBMMC)
Sound level

I $26,000

1
1

$26.540
$2091167

/ 62db

7914ST
$26,000
$26,540
$1431114
51db

1
1

I

Burst transfer rate
tape)
(%'I

Hewlett-Packard's new 7914ST combines HP's
132M-byte disc drive with a 1600 cpi backup tape packaged together in a single cabinet with room for a
computer. Our second generation magnetic tapeldisc
combination, the HP 7914ST, features HP's new HP
7974 95'' magnetic tape, which offers up to twice the
tape performance in the streaming mode (100 ips) as
its predecessor, the HP 7914TD (45 ips).
The HP 7914ST can house a M" magnetic tape, an
optional computer, a disc (or two), and a %" streaming backup tape in a single space-saving 1.6-meter
(five-foot) unit.

L

80011600 dual density optional NO

Yes

Integral host CPU support

2*

1

'The HP 7914ST is scheduled to support both the HP 1000
A900 or HP Micro 1000 in the standard single disc configuration during FY84.
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Comparing the HP 7914ST with IBM and DEC
IBM
IBM's most competitive disc offering in this range is
the 3310-A02, a double spindle Winchester product
with similar performance characteristics to the HP
7914 disc. The 3310-A02 was introduced in 1979 and
last year went through a 3096 price reduction. The
current list price is $11,570 for 128M-byte disc.
Their M" tape offering closest to the HP 7974A is the
3411 Model 3. Its list price is $15,890 and monthly
maintenance is $175 (compared with $73 for the HP
7974A). A solution consisting of the 3310-A02 and
the 3411 would be $27,460 - as compared with the
HP 7914ST at $26,000.
IBM does have a bundled discltape on the Series 1
System, with caching. An equivalent 400M-byte mass
storage subsystem from IBM for this system is
$61,400 compared with HP's 7914ST at $64,000. We
will not explore this further, however, since we
seldom find ourselves selling against a Series 1
System from IBM.
DEC
DEC's most competitive disc offering in the 132Mbyte range is the RA-80. It is a 121M-byte
Winchester disc that lists for $21,000. Compare that
to $16,000 for an HP 7914P Option 140. Monthly
maintenance fees are $81, compared with a BMMC of
$42 for the 7914 (disc only). Performance specs and
transfer rates are comparable.
DEC's M" tape offering is the TU80. The TU80 is an
OEMed tape drive from CDC that introduced in
December of 1982. The TU80 is a 1600 cpi drive that
can operate in a startlstop mode at 25 ips and in a
streaming mode at 25 or 100 ips. List price of the
TU80 is $9,900. Monthly maintenance price is $79 on
the TU80. A solution consisting of the RA-80 and
TU80 would be $30,900, as compared with the HP
7914ST at $26,000.

1
1

Comparing the HP 7914ST to the competition
Product

HP
7914ST

IBM
3310/A2
3411-3

DEC
RA80/TU80

Capacity

132M bytes

128M bytes

121M bytes

Disc Price

$13,500

$11.570

$21,000

Tape Price

13,500

15,890

9,900

Tape Attach

1,900

Bundle Price
Maint Price

0

0

27,900

27,460

30,900

$1 14/Mo

$280/Mo

$160/Mo

'The HP 7914ST price includes a n HP3000 interface card
for comparison ptrrposes.

I
I

HP

[..
35.000

FACTORY BASE PRICE

'.:

RM
7

..

. - ,

DEC

.

($1

Factory base price comparison of IBM's & DEC's products equivalent to the HP 7914ST (single disc)
IBU

HP

35.000

I

5 YR COST OF OWNERSHIP

7914ST/1

GIC

k7zzzz

DEC

(S)

3310-AO2/3411-3

R4-8O/TU-80

Five-year cost of ownership comparision of IBM's &
DEC's products equivalent to the HP 7914ST (single
disc)
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I

HP 7914ST system support

As you can see, HP wins against IBM and DEC in a
single disc configuration, both on a factory base price
(without interface card) and cost of ownership basis,
while at the same time saving the customer floor
space. On a two-disc configuration, we still beat IBM
and DEC on a cost of ownership basis, but IBM leads
slightly on a factory base price, as shown below.

,=

HP

IBU

Mike Gordon/DMD
The new HP 7914ST will be supported on any system
that supports both the 19P 7914R disc and the 7974A
tape drive.
At introduction only the HP 3000 Series 39 through
Series 6;3 will support the HP 7914ST, with the HP
1000 A-Series to follow sometime in May (the HP
7974A tape drive will be supported only in the start1
stop mode until September when streaming mode will
also be supported).
The enti,re system support matrix is listed below.

OLC

I

I
7914ST/1 GIC

3310-A02/3411-3

HP 3000
System!j

I

L
+

M-80flU-80

Factory base price comparison of IBMr's and DEC's
products equivalent to the HP 7914ST (two discs)

1

HP 7914ST System Support Matrix
111
No Support Planned
30
3
3
39 through 613 Q-Delta 2 Patch Tape
MPE VIP-1 Product tape
MPE VIE
MPE VIP-2
(May 84)

HP 1000
Systemtr

A-Series

Software
Release

(May 84lstartlstop)
(Sept 84lStreaming)

1 Contact DSD Specials

1

-

HP

50,000

1

5 YR COST OF OWNERSHIP

I

DEC

(S)

Configuring an HP 7914ST is the same as configuring
an HP 7974A and an HP 7914RlOption 140, except
for power where the HI' 7914ST has only one power
cord instead of the usual two. Refer to the Site
Environmental Manuai, PIN 5955-3456, for further
power specifications.

7814ST/1

CIC

3310-A02/3411-3

RA-8OfW-80

1

Five-year cost of ownership comparisoln of IBM, DEC
and HP's mid-range disc/tape products (two discs)
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Ordering the HP 7914ST
Karen Ferguson/DMD
The HP 7914ST is on the CPL A ~ r i 1.1984.
l
The CPL
indicates DMD (4800) as the prihary'supplier for
domestic and ICON orders and Bristol (C600) as the
secondary supplier for HPSA orders.
For ease in ordering, the 7914ST options are structured similar to the 7914TD. A matrix is shown below
explaining the options that are available.
Details of the ordering instructions were included in
the NPT kits distributed to all SRs in March.
Initial availability of the 7914ST will be 12 to 14
weeks. If system support and availability are concerns, you can order a 7914TD, which has a two to
four week availability.
If you have any questions, please contact Dana Gross,
DMD Order Administrator responsible for the 7914ST
and 7914TD.

Announcing the HP 7978A high
performance %" tape drive
Sandy Hansen/GLD
You asked for it and
Greeley delivers - a dualdensity (6250 GCRl1600
PE) tape drive at half the
cost of the HP 7976A
without sacrificing high
performance. Operating at
75 ips in streaming mode,
the drive provides the
ideal backup solution for
systems with greater than
400M bytes of storage. All
this at the attractive price
of $22,000 (US list).

Reliability enhanced/
cost of ownership
reduced
The new drive offers
greatly improved reliability.
A simplified mechanical design coupled with new HPdesigned LSI circuitry results in fewer parts and
reduced power consumption. Extended on-board self
tests and diagnostics allow detection and isolation of
failures from the front panel. What does all of this
mean to your customer? It means faster repairs and
less downtime for the system. It also means a significant decrease in monthly maintenance costs - $1011
month for SMMC, an 80% savings over the HP 7976A
($586/month).
Software provides streaming backup
Newly developed enhancements to the system hardware and software streamline communication between the host and tape drive. A new software feature
called Immediate Response uses a special 32K-byte
buffer in the tape drive to stack multiple commands
and data blocks - thereby minimizing waiting for
commands or data from the host and allowing the
drive to stream during most backup operations. Fast
backup time increases system availability for other
operations.
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Support and availability
The HP 7978A is supported on the HP 3000, Series
39,40142,44148,64168. Fall 1984 support is planned
for the HP 1000. There is a 10-week availability for
the tape drive, but we should be able to meet delivery
dates for coordinated system shipments starting at
introduction.
Sell the tape drive advantage
Half the cost of the HP 7976A, the same high performance, plus an 80% reduction in monthly maintenance costs - the HP 7978A is sure lto be a winner
with your customers needing high capacity, reliable
tape drive backup for their systems.

The HP 7974A/HP 7978A
upgrade programs announced
Sandy Hansen/GLD
Several new programs are now in place enabling your
customers to upgrade their existing tape drives to the
new HP 7974A or HP 7978A. The cooperative program between Greeley Division and Finance
Remarketing Division offers credit on the new drive
when the old drive is returned. The amount varies depending on the product being returned and the new
drive being purchased. For example, if a customer
upgrades from an HP 7970E to an HP 7974A, he or
she will receive a $1,000 credit on the new drive. If
the upgrade is to an HP 7978A, $2,000 will be credited. An even larger incentive ($4,000) is offered
when going from an HP 7976A to an 1:-IP 7978A.
Customers benefit from this program in several ways
- they have a new drive with attractive features
which saves them backup time; they pay significantly
reduced monthly maintenance costs; and in many instances they gain attractive tax benefits for trading in
their old drives.
Each SR received a copy of the flyer, Upgrade Palhs to
High Performance Backup with the literature packet
mailed March 9. If you have any quesitions on how the
program works, call Greeley Division, TELNET 356HELP.

HP 7'978A literature pack sent
to field
Sandy liansen/GLD
By now, you should all have your copies of the new
sales training manual, flyer, and data sheet announcing our new 6250 GCR11600 PE cpi M" tape drive, the
high pel-formance HP 7978A. Literature Distribution
Center is fully stocked at this time and will be doing
bulk distribution to your sales office. Let us know how
you like the pieces, what you found useful, what you
would like to see inclucied.

PLOTTERS
New HP 7550A graphics plotter
performance unequalled
Peggy T1Vyman/SDD
On April 2, SDD will introduce a new graphics plotter
with unequalled performance.
The HP 7550A has unparalleled speed and it's the
only A3lB plotter with automatic cut-sheet paper
feed.
It's the .plotter your customers could only wish for in
the past, and it will be featured in the April 15 issue of
Compuler News.
If you can't wait to learn more about this extraordinary plotter, check your mail for the HP 7550 data
sheet (F'/N 5953-9722;) and your field training
manual.
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T-models of flatbed plotters
soon to be obsolete
Todd Sullivan/SDD
The new HP 7550A offers performance superior to
the HP 7220T, HP 7221T, and HP 9872T flatbeds at
half the price. Therefore, we're announcing the
obsolescence of these three plotters. They will be
deleted from the Corporate Price List on June 1,1984.
We would like to help you and your customers make
the transitions to the HP 7550A. Please contact your
SDD or SDD Europe RSE if you have any questions or
concerns.

PRINTERS
Digital scanner introduced
Dick Wilhelm/BOI
To further enhance the already impressive graphics
capability of the HP 3000, a digital scanning camera is
now available. The HP 26096A Digital Camera
System (DCS) makes it possible to capture existing
hard copy images in the form of raster graphics files
on the HP 3000 Computer System.
This capability is primarily intended to digitize and
electronically store line art for use in document processing applications directed to the HP 2680A or
2688A Laser Printers. DCS allows raster graphics
files on the HP 3000 to be rotated, scaled, and merged
with text for final printing on the laser printer.
Artwork such as logos, signatures, characters, or symbols can be scan digitized and converted into the IDS/
3000 character cell format. This vastly simplifies and
speeds the digitizing process and will appeal strongly
to the customer who needs to create and print large
amounts of this type of graphic.
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The 26096A DCS consists of a scanning camera capable of defining a matrix of 1,720 by 2,200 pixels. Each
pixel translates directly into a dot position on a laser
printer. This matrix is stored in RAM and displayed
on a high-resolution CRT monitor. Since the monitor
image is a dot-for-dot representation of the final
printed image, adjustments to compensate for variations in artwork density and quality can be made
using the CRT display and do not require a trial
printed copy (what you see is what you get).
The controller included with the DCS is an HP 9816A
Workstation with single 3%" floppy disc drive. The
9816A controls the scanning process, interacts with
the operator, and emulates a terminal on the 3000
which allows transfer of the raster files to the 3000 at
9600 or 19200 baud.
Software supplied with the DCS consists of the operating system for the 9816A and the graphics conversion
routines for the HP 3000. Printing raster files created
by the DCS requires an HP 2688A or a 2680 Laser
Printer and the laser printer graphics software (PIN
36583A).
This Digital Camera System is being offered as a
special and is, therefore, not on the Corporate Price
List. A pricing COMSYS has been sent to all Field 0 . P
Managers and can be used for quote purposes. The
Digital Camera System Field Training Manualalso
contains ordering information.

/1
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HP 2563A has bar code
capability

HP 2608A and 2608s soon to be
obsolete

Jim Skog/BOI

Jim Skcg/BOI

The HP 2563A is HP's new 300 lpm clot matrix
printer, and it is more than just a line printer. One of
the key new printing capabilities is bar codes, which
are available in Option 007 for $150, and are very
easily implemented.
High quality bar codes are printed a t 114.5 inches per
minute (a little over 100 lpm) with three types available: Industrial 2 of 5, Interleaved 2 of 5, and Code 3
of 9 (also known as Code 39 - a trademark of
Intermec Company). With the bar code character set
option installed, printing the bar codes is easy (self
test will show which character sets are installed).
It is important to note that multiple bar codes can be
printed on one line of data, but no text, line drawing
or block characters can be printed on that line. It is
not possible to mix bar codes and text on the same
~ r i n line
t due to their different character set
characteristics.
The most common usage
- for bar codes is in materials
handling, where material can be tagged with bar code
labels and the data recaptured quickljr for tracking or
inventory purposes. The low cost of the high
throughput HP 2563A printer in addition to the printing versatility and reliability, make it the logical
choice for bar code printing applications. Manufacturing customers can save money by ordering Option 007
with every printer.
If this capability needs to be added to a printer, the
HP 26761A Character Set Upgrade Kit with Option
007 is available for $250 (including installation by an
HP Customer Engineer).

After six and a half years of satisfying line printing
needs, the 2608A printer will be removed from the
Corporate Price List at the end of June, 1984.
The 2608s is almost two years old and has already
become a standard measure for line printer reliability.
The 2608s will be removed from the Corporate Price
List at t.he end of August, 1984.
Replacing the 2608 printers in HP's line printer product line is the HP 2563'A. The 2563A is a 300 lpm, dot
matrix printer that is about half the list price and half
the maintenance price of the 2608 printers. The
2563A ,alsooffers improved print quality, bar codes,
and an :RS-232C interface option.
If you have any particular concerns about the obsolescence of the 2608A or 2608s printers, contact the
Sales Marketing Center.

A

Thin~kJetprinter supplies
available
Jim Kin ney/CSO

I

A new smoked acrylic printer stand (PIN 92261s) is
the ideal solution for easy desktop operation of the HP
2225A 'I'hinkJet printer. It has a small footprint and
an unot~structedpaper path for printing fanfold paper.

April 1, 1984
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The stand dimensions are: 11:75" (298mm) wide by
12" (305mm) deep by 3.25" (83mm) high. Order
PIN 92261S, US list price, $49. Quantity discounts
available.
Other ThinkJet printer supplies available are:
P/N

Description

US List Price

92261A Replacement Print Head

$ 7.95 each

92261M Cut sheet ink jet printer
paper (four 500-sheet
packs per box)

60.00/box

92261N Fanfold ink jet printer
paper (2,500 sheets per
box)

62.50fbox

92250V Dust cover

15.00 each

These items can be ordered by your customers
directly over the CSO Direct Order phone lines.

Also in this issue
New printers option for HP 3000
graphics

TERMINALS
Also in this issue
HP 3000 demo program for
terminals available
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CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Best software support in the
industry now better
Shelley Harrison/CSD
For North America Only
The best support in the industry is now better than
ever. HP proudly announces an exciting new Software
Support Program, available in North America on April
1, 1984, and worldwide by Summer 1984. Designed
with flexibility and cost-effectiveness in mind, the
new program offers customers an expanded range of
services and options. Customers will benefit from the
added flexibility; however, the respon~sibilityto
ensure that the right service is selected rests with
you.
Account Management Support
Account Management Support (AMS) replaces CSS as
our standard level of support. The cornerstone of
AMS, as with CSS, is an account-assigned Systems
EngineerICustomer Support Representative. The SEI
CSR performs regularly scheduled Support Management Reviews at the customer's site, providing an
opportunity to establish a comfortable!, ongoing relationship. Software Release Planning sessions, conducted prior to each major software release, enable
customers to better plan and manage the update process. These activities ensure that the customer successfully utilizes HP software and support services. Of
course, Account Management Support customers
receive all the benefits of Response Center Support.
Custom Support Plan
For Account Management Support customers requiring support beyond the personalized assistance
already included, HP now offers an annual support
plan tailored to fit each customer's individual needs
(subject to local availability). The Custom Support
Plan (CSP) provides a means for delivering specific
additional services such as extra account visits, multiple site support coordination, consulting services, or
training courses.

April 1. 1984

Respor~seCenter Support
To offer. customers an additional support choice, HP
introduces Response Center Support (RCS). The service provides all software assistance over the
telephone, with a guaranteed response time of two
hours. FLCS is an attractive alternative for customers
performing little or no development work, or
customers experienced with AMS (CSS), but who no
longer require the personalized attention provided
with account management.
Although on-site assistance is not part of the RCS
agreement, customers can always purchase it on a
time anti materials basis. Response Center Support
customers also receive all updates and material provided through Software Materials Subscription.
Software Materials Subscription
Software Materials Subscription (SMS) replaces SSS
as our materials-only service. SMS is ideal for the selfsufficient, experienced customer who chooses to pay
separately for any HP assistance needed.
Product structure
Much ol' the added flexibility incorporated into the
prograni is possible because of a new product structure. Support services are no longer available for
individual software pra'ducts. Instead, systems software (CSD products) are grouped into "categories"
and applications softwa.re (AMD products) into
"families." By ordering onecategory support product,
all the wftware falling into that category receives the
level of support purchased on the operating system;
that is, Account Manag.ement Support or Response
Center Support. The or~lydifference with application
families is that the level of support on the family may
differ from the operating system; that is, systems
software may be supported with AMS, and an applications family with RCS.
Since a customer only rieeds to purchase a particular
category or family once, the bottom line is a lower
incremental cost to support add-on software and, of
course, -moreflexibility for customers with applications software. By providing a broader range of services, we can better meet the diverse and evolving
needs of our users. You and your customers will be
pleased with the new Software Support Program.
Remem'ber, software support is a powerful sales tool.
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HP now offers improved
application software support

New Response Centers improve
HP's support services

Kevin Klustner/AMD

Mike Balma/CSD

HP's new software support program has increased our
ability to meet a number of the unique needs and
requirements of our expanding base of application
customers. In particular, the new support program:
Reduces the incremental support cost to customers
who purchase add-on software
Increases your ability to meet customers' evolving
support needs by allowing them to mix levels of
support between different applications
Provides you with the ability to meet the unique
support requirements of our growing base of
customers who only run HP application software.
By adopting a "family" concept of support, we have
significantly reduced the cost of support to customers
who purchase additional application software. In fact,
once a customer has purchased support for an application family, the incremental support costs of an additional piece of related software is simply the minimal
cost of the Software Materials Subscription.
Furthermore, application customers may now mix
Account Management Support and Response Center
Support between different application families. This
increased flexibility is a reflection of the fact that
application end-users have different levels of expertise and that different applications have varying
degrees of importance within an organization.
Finally, you now have the ability to develop a sensible
support plan for the customer who runs only application software. This "application only" customer may
now mix Account Management Support and Response
Center Support between the applications and the
operating system.
Our objective is to increase flexibility. HewlettPackard's new support program gives you the tools to
build a support program that effectively meets the
needs of each of your application software customers.
Our software support is already acknowledged to be
the best in the industry. Now it's even better.

For North America Only
New Response Centers will provide all software support telephone assistance for HP 1000, 3000,SXXX
and 250 systems. These Centers will also provide
remote diagnostics for HP 3000 customers under our
Tele-Support Program. North American customers
are now being served by centers in Santa Clara, CA
and Atlanta, GA. Throughout the world, implementation of the Response Center concept may vary from
that of North America. By focusing on those activities
which can be provided remotely, HP will be able to
concentrate local resources on account management,
consulting and training activities. The result is more
consistent and effective support at all service levels.
How will this improve HP's support?
This focused approach will improve the quality of
HP's support services with:
improved response time, half that previously
guaranteed
experienced engineers dedicated to telephone assistance and Tele-Support activities
dedicated hardware available to assist with problem
simulation
an on-line data base containing solutions to every
known HP software problem
a sophisticated call management system to insure a
prompt response
one toll-free number for all system software and
applications questions.
Your customer's question will be handled by a team of
hardware, software, and applications engineers
responsible for resolving the problem regardless of its
origin. The call management system will assist the
teams in handling calls by providing the customer's
system configuration and call history information.
This combination of advanced technology and focused
resources enables HP to respond to calls in less than
two hours - half the time previously guaranteed. For
critical problems, our goal is to respond within 15
minutes.
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Although all hardware calls should continue to be
placed with your Area Office, for HP 3000 customers
on our Tele-Support program, a high level engineer at
a Response Center will respond withiin 30 minutes of a
hardware service call. Our experience has shown that
over 2096 of our hardware calls can be: resolved with
Tele-Support. In addition, software patches can be
downloaded from the Response Centers to speed
resolution of software problems.
Now that each new 3000 system in the US* is shipped
with a Support Link modem free of charge, be sure to
remind your customers that they need to install phone
lines before the system arrives so they can take full
advantage of the Response Centers in those critical
first months after system installation.
The bottom line for your customer is less time fixing
their system and more time using it. And now that an
intermediate level of support, called Rlesponse Center
Support, is available, it is ideal for those customers
who feel a subscription service does not adequately
meet their needs but who do not require the full support provided by an account support representative.
'Most other countries offer the Tele-Support program for HP 3 0 0 0
(Series 39, 4 X , and 6x1.Contact your Supporct Representative for
details.

What's new in customer training
Mickey FriedmadCSD
Over the last few months, we have enhanced the current customer training curriculum to better fill your
customers' needs. This includes improvements to: HP
VPlus/3000 (22830C1, A Programmer's Introduction
(22801C), and System Manager (228102D). New
courses are: VPlus/3000 for Screen Designers
(22830D), Introduction to Computing and the HP
3000 (35052A1, and Series 200 Systeim Administration (35073A. Here are the details.
22830C VPlus/3000 for Programmers
Application programmers who will be
Audience:
designing programs which call VPlus/3000
procedures.
T o control forms and data on a screen by
Objectives:
incorporating VPlus procedures into
their programs.
T o design data entry forins for an
application

April 1, 1984

Conttent:

Prereqs:
Length:
Price:

Form Design and ENTRY - designing
simple forms, entering data, simple edits,
advanced form design, using
FORhlSPEC in batch
Reformatting Data
Procedures - Communication Area, displaying a form, entering data
A Programmer's Introduction (22801C)
- 4 mclnths programming experience.
4 days
$580

For VPlus/3000 users who are not programmers, we now
have 'v'Plus/3000 for Screen Designers (22830D). This
coursc: is 2 days of lecture/lab covering the basics in form
design and data entry. Whether they are in accounting,
marketing, system administration, or doing clerical work,
at the completion of this course they will be able to design
any forms that they need. The only prerequisite is that
they have a fundamental understanding of data processing
or have experience on a terminal. The course is available April 1 for a price oi $290.

2280.1 C A Programmtpr's Introduction
Audience:
Beginning application programmers
Objectives:
To create programs for a terminal-intensive environment using the standard
capabilities of the HP 3000.
To interface with the HP 3000 in
interactive and batch modes.
T o build the foundation needed to utilize
the advanced features of the HP 3000.
Content:
Fundamentals
File System
Editor
Program Development
Error :Detection
Data Communication Overview
Job Control - UDS's
Utilitic:~
Data Management Overview
User Support
Prereqs:
Computler programming experience and an
understanding of data processing concepts.
Lengi h:
5 days
Price:
$725
3505i!A Intro to Combuting and the HP 3 0 0 0
Present and future HP 3000 users who
Audience:
have little or no computer background.
Objectives:

T o become proficient at using common
computer terms.
T o understand the fundamentals of how
a computer works.
To feel comfortable using some of the HP
3000's special features.
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Content:

Prereqs:
Length:
Price:

Communicating with a computer
Computer Hardware
Computer Storage
Operating Systems
MPE Accounting Structure
BASIC Programming Language
Data Processing and Data Bases
None
2 days
$290

For potential system operators with limited computer background, the first day of this course is packaged separately
as a one-day module (35052B) priced at $145. This course
provides excellent background for the four day System
Operator course (22807B). This program ensures that all
students attending the System Operator course have an
equivalent computer knowledge level.

1

3 5 0 7 3 4 HP Series 2 0 0 System Administration
Audience:
System managersladministrator on the
HP Series 200
T o perform the necessary HP-UX system
Objectives:
administrator tasks.
To install and reconfigure the HP-UX
system.
Content:
Intro to Sys Admin
Bringing up HP-UX
T h e HP-UX File System
Adding New Users
Backup and Recovery
Additional Sys Admin Functions
Security Considerations
HP-UX Networking Facilities
HP-UX Conversion Issues
Support Issues
Prereqs:
Introduction to HP-UX (35128A)
Length:
3 days
Price:
$435
The new HP Series 500 System Administration class
(35129A) parallels this course in approach, but is specific
to the HP 9000 Series 500 machine. T h e prerequisite for
both of these courses is the Introduction to HP-UX
(35128A).

1
I

2 2 8 0 2 0 HP System Manager/3000
Audience:
Future or current system managers
Objective:
T o prepare the student for the respon
sibilities of allocating and controlling
system resources.
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Content:

Prereqs:
Length:
Price:

Security Structure and Security
Support Services
SYSDUMP and System Backup
I/O Configuration
Sys Parameter Configuration
System Performance and Load
Management
Console Operations & Management
System Start-Up
System Failure and Recovery
A Programmer's Introduction (22801C) or
System Operator (22807B)
5 days
$800

Remember, these courses can also be taught a t the
customer's site. T h e price for each of these is 1 0 times
the H P classroom price and is based on 1 0 students
attending class. In addition to these courses, look for
Advanced System Manager (on the H P 3000) and
C Programming Language (on all HP-UX machines)
coming out this summer.

The customer training brochure
you've been looking for
Mickey FriedrnanKSD
What do your customers need to know before they
take a training course? Target audience, benefits,
detailed course outline, and a basic sales pitch to convince them the course is worth taking.
Your customers can get this information and motivation from our Customer Training literature. Now
available are:
Title

RTE-A Programming and System
Management
Introduction to HP-UX
Introduction to Computers and the
HP 3000
Application Design (HP 3000)
A Comprehensive Intro to Data
Communications
Professional Programmer Series
(HP 3000)
System Operator (HP 3000)
System Manager (HP 3000)

Publication
Number

5953-8821
5954-0104
5954-0107
5953-8828
5953-8813
5953-8829
5953-8831
5953-8832
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HP-I:Bnews -- stretching the
20-meter limit
Meg Wcaver/CSO

In addition to these brochures, you can get a con~plete
picture of the entire education program through the
HP Customer Training and Consulting ]Planning
Guide (PIN 5!$53-52421, published in A.ugust 11183.
Training schedules are also available quarterly (North
America's PIN is 5954-0121 1. They give you dates,
places and an update on new courses.

For US Only
If your customers have ever tried to drive a remote
device interfaced via the HP-IB (IEEE-4881, they've
had to contend with the 20-meter (66-ft) "sum-ofall-devices" interface restriction. Now there's a
solution.
HP 37203-series HP-IB Extenders, used in pairs,
allow customers to separate HP-IF3 devices by up to
1,000 meters. An extender at each end of a long-run
coaxial cable converts parallel HP-IB data into serial
data (for ti-ansmission by coax) and vice versa. Transfer rates of up to 50,000 bytes per second ensure no
loss of pertormance.
Most computer peripheral applications use a point-topoint configuration; for. details on other configurations, please see the 37203 data sheet.
37203A HP-IB extender unit. Stand-alone unit with
HP-IB and female BNC coaxial connectors. 1101220V
AC. May be paired with 37203L. $1,285 each (US
list).
37203L HP-IB extender board. Convenient plug-in
board for HP 1000 f a m ~ l yof computers, with female
BNC coaxial connector. May be paired with 37203A.
$1,020 each (US list).
37203A with Option 0.10 HP-IB extender for laser
printer. Stand-alone unit for use with HP 2688A
Desktop Laser Page Printer, with maximum extension
of 500 meters. Has IjP-IB and female BNC connectors; 1101220V. Pair only with another 37203A
Option 010 unit. $1,340 each (US list).
921 79G Coaxial cable. !Shielded. Minimum order 1 0 0
meters. :$.77 meter (US list).
92226A BNC Connector. Male. $4 each (US list).
In many cases, customers wish to have the extenders
and the coax cable available for installation before the
rest of the system, so be sure to have your customer
contact CSO in advance.
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